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CONFIRMIT HORIZONS UNVEILS NEW 
FEATURES

Confirmit is providing customers with 
greater reporting, management, and 
usability capabilities with the latest re-
lease of its comprehensive software 
platform Confirmit Horizons.

Confirmit has introduced support for 
its customers to more easily deliver re-
wards to survey respondents. Through 
the strategic partnership with Virtual In-
centives, a leading platform for deliver-
ing modern rewards, Confirmit enables 
real-time, automated reward delivery. 
The integrated offering is designed to 
attract respondents, increase response 
rates, and eliminate the inefficiencies of 
manual rewards processes.

“We’ve seen growing consumer demand 
for immediate online reward delivery 
following the completion of surveys, 
and this integration follows through on 
that need,” explained Jonathan Price, 
Chief Commercial Officer at Virtual In-
centives. “As a bonus, automating this 
process is a great way to improve re-
spondent satisfaction while also saving 
market research organizations valuable 
time.”

Ann-Marie Raposo, Product Manager 
at Virtual Incentives, added: “The sys-
tem is incredibly easy to use. Confirmit 

Horizons users simply add the Virtual In-
centives Extension into a survey to allow 
respondents to receive their reward im-
mediately via the survey thank you page 
or an email.” •

SRAX PARTNERS YASH BIRLA GROUP 
IN INDIA

Consumer data technology company 
SRAX has entered a joint venture with 
the Yash Birla Group to launch BIGto-
ken in India. Based in Mumbai, the Yash 
Birla Group, one of India’s largest con-
glomerates, has diversified interests in 
consumer and industrial products.

“BIGtoken’s unique data management 
platform is a great fit for our diverse 
consumer product portfolio and India’s 
growing marketplace,” said Anant 
Vardhan Pathak, President of Melstar 
Information Technologies, a Yash Bir-
la Group Company. “Building a data 
asset that aggregates anonymized in-
formation will help us reach the right 
consumers in India and drive sales. 
Providing a tool for consumers to earn 
from the value of their data is a huge 
opportunity for the Indian people and 
creates a new approach to corporate 
value creation.”

The Indian digital advertising market 
worth $3.5 billion and is set to grow 

at a compound annual growth rate of 
32%, making it one of the fastest grow-
ing digital ad markets in the world. 
BIGtoken data will be an essential part 
of this growth and has the possibility 
to become the most valuable opted-in 
consumer dataset in India, driving long-
term value for SRAX shareholders. • 

STREAMHUB & VIDEO RESEARCH 
DEBUT ‘CATCH-UP ANALYTICS’

Video analytics firm Streamhub has 
collaborated with Video Research 
to debut a cross-industry data 
management platform for online 
video, in use across all broadcasters 
and agencies in Japan. Named ‘catch-
an’ (short for catch-up analytics), this 
platform marks the first time rival 
broadcasters have worked together 
to pool their online video inventory 
to create attractive, brand-safe 
propositions to report, plan, and target 
campaigns at scale.

This partnership positions Streamhub 
as the leading tech provider of 
broadcaster- and publisher-focused 
video analytics in the region, where the 
collaborative data model enables the 
creation of rich, compliant data needed 
for transactions at scale in the face of 
much competition from global digital 
players. •

NEWS In Case You Missed It

NEWS
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The key motives for insourcing, as reported in our client 
survey at the beginning of this year, are cost saving, 
speed, and aiding the development of in-house research 
expertise within the client organisation. 

However, clients still want to outsource research, 
particularly if there are labour-intensive elements to 

projects, e.g. multi-country studies. Other motivations for 
outsourcing include instances where there is a lot of data 
visualisation, to gain access to specialists, to obtain local 
market insights (where clients do not have local offices), 
etc.

For market-wide studies, clients often bypass the 

As we all know, clients are increasingly insourcing their research. Many corporations have set 
up internal insight departments whereby design, analysis, and reporting of surveys 

can be handled internally.
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research agency and engage directly with the online 
panel companies. This practice is now so widespread 
that the panel companies are setting up dedicated teams 
specifically to serve end clients.  These teams might indeed 
have experience working for research agencies and can 
therefore provide more of the ‘full-service research’ that 
clients previously relied on from agencies.

The full-service offering has included consultancy provided 
by the panel on questionnaire design and sampling.  This 
has extended to elements of reporting too - for example, 
dashboard reporting has been a service provided by panel 
companies for many years, but this is usually for tracking 
studies with standard reporting metrics that are ‘easy to 
dashboard’.  

But clients are now seeking more from their panel 
companies.  Brand trackers can include a lot of ‘rider 
questions’ that are not so easy to report through auto-
charting programs.  Indeed, auto-charting has not really 
delivered the required outputs that clients want, requiring 
a lot of ‘human judgement’ and manual charting to put 
them into a format desired by clients. For this reason, panel 
companies are now setting up off-shore charting offices 
manned by ‘human chartists’.  This type of work used to be 
the bread and butter of many research firms – nice, regular 
revenue generated through trackers that have now been 
lost to panel companies.

Most people who have worked in research have heard 
of ‘mission creep’ or ‘scope creep’, being an extension of 
objectives that leads to more work or more commitment.  
Hence it is not surprising to hear that clients are now looking 
for the panel companies to provide analysis, executive 
summaries, and even recommendations.  For many panel 
companies, this is a step too far as it encroaches on the 
territory of the full-service research firm.

But would you turn this work down if you could charge for 
it? •

www.asia-research.net

Clear insights 
for confident 
decisions
Base your strategic decisions on robust 
research evidence from BVA BDRC.

www.bva-bdrc.com
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THE NEW FACE OF CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE: 
HOW TO TURN BAD PROFITS INTO 
GOOD PROFITS

Imagine what could happen if your 
existing customers felt misled or 

had a negative experience related to 
needless charges on any service or 
subscription.
Bad profits arise from the sale of a product 
through misleading messaging and unclear 
pricing strategies – for instance, if you take a 
closer look at your mobile bill and realise that 
you have been paying for an additional data 
pack that you didn’t upgrade to. Bad profits 
confuse customers.

ARE COMPANIES BECOMING VICTIMS 
OF BAD PROFITS?

Businesses are becoming addicted to bad 
profits, which can be disastrous as they 
compromise customer experience. 

Profit is central to the bottom-line growth 
of any company, no matter how big or small. 
But companies focus most of their energies on 
acquiring new customers while neglecting a 
piece of the puzzle that’s every bit as important: 
customer retention. For instance, a fitness 
centre might offer discounts to new customers 
and not focus on retaining repeat customers, or 
an airline might charge extra for loyal customers 
to switch flights, even where they have seats 
available. This is how an existing customer can 
feel mistreated by a brand. 

Bad profits pull businesses down by hurting customer 
loyalty, because when a customer realises what the business 
is doing, it is incredibly difficult to earn back their trust. 

BREAK THE HABIT OF BAD PROFIT WITH 
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE 

The idea of bad profits was created by Fred Reichheld in his 
book The Ultimate Question and the term refers to money 
made off customers by being deceptive or misleading. In The 
Ultimate Question, Fred Reinhold talks about the effect of 
bad profit on a company’s Net Promoter Score (NPS), asking: 
“How likely is it that you would recommend this company to 
a friend or colleague?” But we must dig deeper to understand 
the real issues behind why customers are dissatisfied.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/asia-research/
https://twitter.com/asia_research
https://www.asia-research.net
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How CXM works to turn bad profits into good profits

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE 
MANAGEMENT FOR POSITIVELY 
ENGAGING WITH CUSTOMERS CAN 
HELP BUSINESSES AVOID BAD 
PROFITS AND MAKE GOOD PROFITS

The focus of your business should 
be to gain promoters as much as 
possible to boost your good profits. 
But how? Measuring and improving 
your NPS can help your business to 
find detractors (customers who feel 
badly treated by your company) 
more easily.

TURN BAD PROFITS INTO 
GOOD PROFITS BY THIS IS 
ABOUT GOOD BUSINESS; 
NOT SMART BUSINESS

With integrated Customer Expe-
rience Management (CXM), your 
business can predict and identify 
high-priority customers at risk. This 
makes you focus first on customers 
with high transaction usage and low 
NPS ratings.

FEATUREwww.asia-research.net

THIS IS ABOUT GOOD BUSINESS, NOT SMART BUSINESS
Customer experience helps to turn detractors into promoters! More pro-
moters can help your business stand out from competitors in terms of su-
perior customer experience. 

REAL, SUSTAINABLE GOOD PROFITS ARE IMPOSSIBLE WITHOUT A 
THOUGHTFUL CUSTOMER RETENTION STRATEGY

If the customers you acquire don’t stay longer to build a relationship with 
your brand, the effort that it took to bring them into the fold will have been 
for nothing. AI-enabled CXM is the best choice to boost good profits. •

By Rajiv Lamba, Neurosensum

https://www.asia-research.net
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I recently had the pleasure of teaching students taking 
a course on ‘disruptive innovation’ as part of an MA in 
Social Innovation. One of the core topics covered the dif-
fusion of innovation, a theory developed by Everett M. 
Rogers through social research, but which also under-
pins many (if not all) product forecasting models used 
in market research. As with many such theories, market 
researchers don’t always apply the theory to our industry 
in the same way that we think about clients’ businesses.

Rogers’ theory focuses on the importance of new ideas dif-
fusing interpersonal communication. He argues that certain 
factors are very important in determining the speed with 
which a new idea will spread in awareness and ultimately 
in adoption. It’s worth considering the factors he identified.

Does the new idea have a relative advantage over ex-
isting ones? An advantage can be an economic bene-
fit, improved performance, greater convenience, or even 
emotional benefits such as social prestige.

Is the new idea compatible with existing beliefs and past 
experiences? If the idea doesn’t meet the needs of the 
industry, it won’t be adopted. If the idea clashes with ex-
isting cultural and social norms, it will be rejected.

Is the new idea simpler or more complex than existing 
ideas? If an idea is difficult to understand and use, then 
it may be difficult for it to get traction, whereas if it is 
simple to understand and use, it is much more likely to 
be adopted.

Is the new idea ‘trialable’? How easy is it to access the 
new idea and ‘try it out’? As with new product launches, 
customers have to be aware of the new idea (and why 
it is relevant to them) and also be able to access it in a 
time, place, and manner convenient to them.

Rogers’ final factor is observability. Are the results (and 
benefits) of the new idea visible to others, making it easy 
for them to have exposure to any benefits that the new 
idea provides?

Looking at market research innovations through this 
lens helps to clarify why many ideas take much longer to 
be adopted than predicted. It may also provide a reality 
check on more recent innovations in the industry. 

Let’s take the example of artificial intelligence (AI), which 
was predicted to take over the market research world in 
2019. What are the relative advantages of AI over other 
approaches? Is using AI compatible with existing indus-
try practices? Is AI simple to understand? Is it easy and 
affordable to try out? Are the process and results ob-
servable? 

If the answer to most of these questions is not a clear 
‘yes’, my only prediction is that it may take a few more 
years for AI to be widely used in market research. •

By Neil Gains, Tapestry Works

HOW QUICKLY DOES THE MARKET 
RESEARCH INDUSTRY CHANGE AND WHY?

We are coming up to the time of year when pundits write about trends 
and innovations in market research for the coming year. But why are 

such predictions often too optimistic about the speed with which such innova-
tions will be adopted?

INDUSTRY FOCUS
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THE TRANSFORMATION OF ONLINE INSIGHT 
COMMUNITIES

Since their inception in 2005, online communities have continually adapt-
ed against a landscape of technological, economic, and social change. 

METHODOLOGY

Today, political and economic uncertainties present the 
research industry with new challenges, but we remain 
confident that online communities have a bright future 
if they can continue to bring the consumer voice to the 
heart of organisational decision-making.

To achieve this, online communities need to retain two 
key ingredients of their success: an opted-in sample of 
well profiled and engaged people, and a retainer con-
tract with the client which the agency supports with a 
dedicated account team. But communities also need to 
step up their game in terms of giving clients access to a 
much wider range of methodologies and tools in order 
to take advantage of the new waves of technology and 
social change. At Join the Dots | InSites Consulting, we’re 
achieving this in three distinct ways: by asking better 
questions, listening to organic online conversations, and 
observing people’s behaviour, often in combination on a 
single brief. Here are some examples:

Ask. Asking questions is the bread and butter of our in-
dustry, but we need to change how we ask questions of 
the digital generation, by integrating contemporary re-
search techniques that mimic how people interact in a 
non-research world. While long-form question types like 
diaries and discussions play an important role in insight 
generation, new tools like chatbots deliver a fun, fast, 
and familiar interface, with additional AI features allow-
ing for real-time, intelligent prompts and response. We 
ask people to swipe, tweet, and communicate in emoji, 
affording higher levels of participation and insight than 
ever before. These new asking techniques turn the mun-
dane into the magical…

Listen. The tools and outputs of digital listening have 
now come of age. Our own social intelligence approach 
combines organic social data with primary research and 
cultural context. This enables us to capture organic con-
versations at scale, to explore further and validate using 

https://www.asia-research.net
https://www.linkedin.com/company/asia-research/
https://twitter.com/Asia_Research
https://www.jointhedotsmr.com
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METHODOLOGY

THE END OF OUR MOST CHERISHED BINARY QUESTION

We love our binary questions - for example, the 
simple ‘yes/no’ or ‘true/false’ answer. 

Brand image questions can be made more user friendly 
through a set of binary questions, e.g. ‘Which of these state-
ments do you associate with this brand’ (yes/no) as opposed 
to ‘On a scale of 1–10, how much do you associate these 
statements with this brand?’ 

Furthermore, scalar questions are somewhat subjective, e.g. 
a 5 out of 10 is ‘average’ for one person whereas it can be 
a ‘fail’ for others.  This can be addressed through semantic 
scales, e.g. On a scale of 1-5, how much do you like this 
brand? (1=dislike a lot, 2=dislike a bit, 3=neither like nor dis-
like, 4=like a bit, 5=like a lot).

However, the new generation of consumers is growing up with 
shorter attention spans and is more conditioned by binary an-
swers through social media, e.g. YouTube’s ‘I like this’ and ‘I 
dislike this’.  Hence the scalar question is often being replaced 
by more simplistic binary questions about whether you like or 
dislike a product, concept, campaign, etc.

But recently we have seen perhaps the most common bina-
ry question in our consumer surveys coming under scrutiny: 
that is, whether you are ‘male’ or ‘female’. This has been a 
common classification found in societies, ranging from gen-
der classification in application forms to the construction of 
public conveniences. 

The debate around gender neutrality and transgenderism is 
now impacting the MR industry ahead of at least the provi-
sion of public conveniences. 

What has been observed so far is a change from the male/
female response to gender questions to multiple options for 
those insistent on their gender neutrality.  One survey we 
saw included the options ‘male’, ‘female’, ‘rather not say’, 
and ‘prefer another term’.  Another approach, which might 
cater for those who are transitioning, is ‘How male or female 
are you on this scale?’ ‘Entirely male’, ‘mostly male’, ‘in be-
tween’, ‘mostly female’, ‘entirely female’.

While this might seem like a trivial matter, male/female data 
impacts on weighting specifications and market sizing.  The 
rather unknown segment of the market who would ‘prefer 
another term’ will need its own weight, and it could be even 
more challenging to have quota controls by this.

But often these things are overblown – in a recent global 
survey where these multiple options were given, we found 
that only 2% ‘would rather not disclose’ their gender.  This 
is a small proportion given that this is personal information, 
and probably lower than those who would not disclose their 
age.  And only 0.3% of the survey respondents ‘preferred 
another term’ (only found in North America, at 0.6% of the 
survey). 

Perhaps the biggest issue is whether the perceived need to ca-
ter for gender neutrality in surveys will one day prohibit the 
reporting of differences by gender as not being politically cor-
rect. •

primary, and to understand the bigger picture using our cul-
tural contextual techniques. ‘Qual at quant scale’ is the new 
mantra. When traditional ‘asking’ techniques alone don’t 
suffice, adding social data into the mix helps us to under-
stand people better than they understand themselves…

Observe. Now more than ever before we have both the abil-
ity and the need to observe human behaviour to help an-
swer those more immersive, strategic briefs. Video-based re-
search captures insights that asking questions alone cannot. 
It also provides clients with impactful, undeniable evidence 
of authentic consumer behaviour and enables them to acti-
vate the insights... 

Online communities are the ideal research vehicle to em-
brace the new methods, thinking, and technology that are 
being invested into the research industry. They provide cli-
ents with flexible, immediate access to an interested and 
interesting network of consumers who are eager to share 
their opinions.

With clients under more pressure than ever to deliver fast-
er, high-quality insights within increasingly tight budgets 
and resources, communities are ideally placed to deliver this 
‘holy trinity of research’. And by embracing a wider variety of 
methods, communities can drive even greater value in help-
ing clients to understand people. •

By Maria Spinelli, Head of Asia, Join the Dots I InSites 
Consulting

https://www.linkedin.com/company/asia-research/
https://twitter.com/asia_research
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MOBILE PAYMENT IN ASIA:
CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

A recent survey conducted by GMO Research (GMOR) 
provides insight into both the challenges and opportuni-
ties of the matter.

Two of the biggest practical factors creating resistance 
to mobile payment in Asia are large ‘unbanked’ popu-
lations and a lack of reliable infrastructure (e.g. mobile 
phones, internet connections). From a consumers’ point 
of view, GMOR’s survey found that the biggest reasons 
for avoiding mobile payment are a preference for cash 
and concerns about online security.

If these issues were addressed, however, the market po-
tential for mobile payments could be enormous.  Of the 
six countries surveyed by GMOR – China, India, Thailand, 

Malaysia, the Philippines and Indonesia – every single 
one agreed that they would use mobile payment if the 
obstacles to it were removed. The most overwhelming 
response came from the Philippines, where 76.9% of re-
spondents expressed willingness to adopt the technolo-
gy.

The next question to ask is, what do Asian consumers 
wish to do using mobile payment? The most popular ser-
vices from the GMOR survey are payment of phone/in-
ternet bills, utilities, groceries and leisure activities such 
as event tickets and eating out. There is a clear desire in 
Asian countries to use mobile payment, so as long as app 
providers can overcome consumers’ concerns, they have 
the potential to tap into significant new markets. •

DOWNLOAD YOUR

FREE COPY
https://gmo-research.com/whitepaper/free-whitepaper-download-mobilepayment2

Mobile Payment in Asia:
CHALLENGES AND 
OPPORTUNITIES

DOWNLOAD YOUR

FREE COPY
 https://gmo-research.com/whitepaper/free-whitepaper-download-mobilepayment3

The Mobile Payment industry has demonstrated an increasing presence 
and influence in Asia. Despite the promise it shows, there are still challeng-
es that remain for those who are looking to take part in this industry. 
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The SME Series from BVA BDRC
In our SME Series, we look for the secrets of product and brand differentiation that 
have helped SMEs succeed. Interior design is a very personal product and a unique 
brand, but Miaja has discovered smart ways to differentiate themselves and grow their 
business through research.

Miaja Design Group is an interior design company that works 
with hotels to create a great living environment for their guests, 
with high-quality furniture, furnishings, and fittings.

“Interior design is very personal, so you can always set out to 
do something different, just like an artist,” says Isabelle Miaja, 
founder of the Miaja Design Group.  “But we also wanted to 
go after niche markets, to deliver something very exclusive to 
properties that are not a generic design.” 

Like most businesses, Isabelle had to start small, with residential 
interior design.  But then Miaja had their break when they were 
asked to retrofit the M Hotel in Singapore, and from there they 
were able expand into the hotel business across Asia.

Isabelle comments: “In the design world, you have a signature. 
As you develop, you deepen that signature, and it becomes 
recognizable as a brand. Its like the fashion industry.”  

“But you still need the entrepreneurial spirit to go out on your 
own,” says Isabelle. “My father was an entrepreneur in Paris, so I 
have seen independence, but I saw the difficulties with the long 
hours he put into his business.  However, I saw how proud he was 
to sit in his own office.  Being in the jewellery business, he was 
also a creator in his own right.”

“When I set up the business 24 years ago, there were very few 
interior designers in Singapore. I had previously worked in the 
US, and the main challenge when starting out was to understand 
the mentality – how to work with Singaporeans!  But they liked 
the fact that I was French, I was young, and I could show a 
portfolio with fresh ideas.

Despite my signature, in order to take the business to the next 
level, I needed to find a different way of approaching clients.  
Today, only about 20% of the time do clients specifically want our 
personal signature, and for the other 80% we need to ‘run for it’.  
PR is essential to sell the brand and to stay on top of the brand.”

“PR is kept in-house as the PR people need to know the company 
inside out, particularly as we are going into new sectors. The 
pollination on the communications needs to be instinctive, as 
there will be cross overs to other categories – for example, we 
intend to extend our brand into our own line of furniture.

We need to find ways to constantly diffuse our brand. We 
recently started a quarterly magazine to showcase our 
work.  Because art is such an important part of my design 
signature, we also opened an art gallery business and we now 
have two contemporary art galleries in central Singapore.” 

“Today we do business across the Asia Pacific region. I attend hotel 
investment conferences, I get to meet potential clients, and it also 
gives me insight into the sector.  These conferences give facts 
and figures on the hotel business, e.g. growth, how many hotels 
are being built, what are the issues in hotel development, etc.  
These conferences do the market research – they guide me each 
year on where I need to do my PR and business development. 

As a business and leisure traveller, I get to stay in hotels all the 
time.  This gives me insight into what the competitors are doing, 
best practice, what materials are being used, and the brands used, 
etc.  For example, Swissotel have opened their wellness rooms to 
include aromatherapy, the desk can be raised high for standing, 
and there is a wall gym in the suite.”

Other categories can learn from signature branding too.  
Manufacturers’ core competencies are in engineering and 
production, and not necessarily in design.  This is why partnerships 
between designers and manufacturers help to build great brands. 
Perhaps the best example is Pininfarina and Ferrari.  

This can extend to any consumer product category where ‘looking 
good’ helps to sell products.

Article written by Piers Lee, Managing Director of BVA BDRC 
Asia, specialising in hotels, and travel & tourism research 
(among others!)

Contact: piers.lee@bdrc-asia.com 

Signature Branding
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LEADERSHIP CHANGES AT METRIX-
LAB

Digital research agency Metrixlab 
has promoted Gayatri Srikant to 
Managing Director for Singapore. 
She replaces Rob Valsler, who has 
been promoted to a new role of Re-
gional Managing Director for the 
AMEA region. Both will continue to 
be based in the Singapore office.

Gayatri has worked at MetrixLab for 
just over three years, most recently 
as Senior Client Director. She has 
gained experience from both sides 
of the industry, working client-side in 
banking on campaign marketing for 
HDFC Bank for three years. She has 
over 10 years’ market research ex-
perience, gained at Millward Brown 
in Singapore and India, and at IMRB 
International in India. In her research 
career she has provided consulting 
to an array of clients from numerous 
industries in South Asia, Australia, 
and South East Asia.

Rob joined MetrixLab in December 
2014, building the office from start-
up to the talented, high-performing 
team it is today. As Regional Man-
aging Director, his knowledge of 
launching MetrixLab in Singapore, 
South and South East Asia will en-
able expansion across AMEA. • 

METHINKS HIRES NEW CEO

Video research and targeting com-
pany methinks has appointed Silicon 
Valley veteran Aaron Burcell  as CEO 
of the organisation. Burcell will focus 
on growing awareness of methinks 
consumer insights, increasing rev-
enues worldwide and developing a 
global research platform distribution 
strategy. He is already assembling a 
proven, veteran team of marketing 
and sales leaders to complement 
the company’s recent success in at-
tracting leading-brand customers in 
North America and Asia.

Burcell has a long history working 
with methinks founders Philip Yun 
and Wilson Li in the games industry, 
and he was an early methinks ad-
visor, customer, and product evan-
gelist. Burcell has served in market-
ing, operations, and growth roles at 
start-ups and large companies alike, 
including leadership roles at Grockit 
(acquired by Kaplan), Vevo, and Mar-
cus by Goldman Sachs. Most recent-
ly, Burcell returned to Loop Media 
as the Chief Operating Officer in the 
run-up to its merger with FogChain. 
Burcell previously served as the Chief 
Marketing Officer at Loop during its 
founding and initial growth phases, 
including the acquisition of commer-
cial streaming leader ScreenPlay. •

PRS IN VIVO WELCOMES BACK  
MELVIN NG 

Behavioural science and shopper 
experience agency PRS IN VIVO wel-
comes back former employee Melvin 
Ng, who has been appointed as the 
new Asia Senior Director of Market 
Development. 

Melvin rejoins PRS IN VIVO having 
served most recently as Managing 

Director for Asia Insight China, a Sin-
gapore-based company conducting 
market research throughout Asia.  
With over 17 years of research ex-
perience, his previous jobs included 
managing PRS IN VIVO China and cli-
ent servicing roles as Group Account 
Director at Kantar Milward Brown, 
and before that he was Senior Direc-
tor in Kantar Consulting and Syno-
vate.

Melvin will be in the company’s offic-
es in Asia supporting all the teams 
working across the region. •

VERDIA TO HEAD CX AT IPSOS   
INDIA

Ipsos India has appointed Sonul Ver-
dia as head of the Customer Experi-
ence (CX) practice, with immediate 
effect. He takes over from Parijat 
Chakraborty, who will focus on Pub-
lic Affairs and Corporate Reputation 
businesses.

Verdia, who already leads the Mys-
tery Shopping practice, views his role 
as a great way to leverage dual op-
portunities with clients. 

Amit Adarkar, CEO of Ipsos India 
and Operations Director, Asia Pacif-
ic, comments, “CX is the new battle-
ground and at the top of every CEO’s 
agenda, as it ties in with healthy 
topline and bottomlines. Ipsos deliv-
ers a complete ‘Return on Custom-
er Experience Investment’, ensuring 
that CX delivers on some of the key 
challenges faced by organizations 
– how they can exceed brand prom-
ise, promote customer retention and 
recover those at risk, grow share of 
wallet, increase advocacy and drive 
up operational efficiency.” •

Gayatri Srikant 

MetrixLab

Melvin Ng

PRS IN VIVO

PEOPLE SECTION
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